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Original Wedding Gifts That Stand Out
By Lisa Charleyboy
We are well on our way into wedding season, and there’s no time to
waste in picking out a groovy gift for that blissed-out duo. Choose an
original gift that’s relevant to the couple to make your gift stand out
from the crowd and stand the test of time. Pay extra attention to their
interests to help guide you along the path to making them gaga for
your gift.
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Eco Chic
For that hipster couple that likes to go to their local farmer’s market to pick up fresh, organic fruits and
vegetables every weekend, try to fulfill their desires by going with an eco-friendly offering. Lifestyles
that include being energy efficient are not complete without some alternative energy electronics. If
they have a patio or yard, solar-powered lights will enable them to enjoy those sultry summer evenings
without electricity. If they are into outdoor activities, why not find some sporting goods that are
conducive to their lifestyle, like a canoe for those day expeditions into the wilderness? Those who
prefer to make it a longer affair may benefit from a new tent or outdoor grill to get them enjoying the
summer treks in style. If they are more of an urban eco warrior, they may make use of a book on herb
gardens or how to integrate more natural foods into their kitchen.
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Back to the Basics
For the young couple just starting out, it’s best to go back to the basics. But just like a wardrobe, you
need to start by investing in the classics. Look for items that the couple may have purchased on a very
low budget that will probably wear out before the new condo smell evaporates. Classic kitchen
examples are knives, blenders, flatware and pots that can be easily upgraded into time-tested versions.
Other required kitchen items that would be beneficial for this type of couple include, a good basic
cookbook, like Joy of Cooking, a food processor, a mixer or a waffle maker. A quality down duvet in a
medium weight is a great gift that would be a splurge for the couple and one that will last many years
for them to enjoy.

Waffle Maker by
Chefs Choice - Heart

Oliver Klik Klak
Futon

Cuisinart Food
Processor Plus
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Media Mavens
Does the pair like to spend their time together at home? Perhaps they work too hard and enjoy their
down time relaxing with TV shows, or are both film buffs and just love snuggling together taking in
new flicks. If that’s the case, then you can gear your gift so they can enjoy their favourite activity just a
little more. Any home entertainment themed items like an LCD TV, Blu-ray player, or even a flat screen
mount will be more than well received. If they already have that covered, then there are always the
accessories that make a living room cozy. Consider a rug, or media storage cabinets to enhance that
home theatre feel.
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The Home Entertainers
Some couples prefer their home to be the hub of activity for their friends and family. If that’s the case,
get them the goods that enable them to mix, mingle and entertain with finesse. Small specialty kitchen
items that may come in handy for dinner parties include a cream whipper, a mandoline slicer, a wine
collar, or a wine chiller. Items like a fondue set, a crystal decanter, and cheese boards can also make
the dining experience a little more entertaining. Bar items are always a great addition. An art deco
inspired bar cabinet, some bar trays or liquor decanters all add that vintage aesthetic reminiscent of
the Great Gatsby era.

Shantou Cabinet

Cream Whipper

Henckels Forged

$398.00

"Sahneboy" by
Kayser - Made in
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$299.99

$238.80
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at The Home Depot
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For Those Who Have it All
There is always a couple that just seems to have it all together and leaves you wondering what you
could possibly buy that they don’t already have. Well, wonder no more. There are plenty of items that
will make their lives just a little easier. For instance, the vacuum that you turn on that does all the
work, or the one with the ball on it that makes vacuuming even look like fun. Then there are steamers
for crisp clothes and espresso machines that keep them caffeinated. Wi-Fi radios and network audio
players make listening to music even more integrated. If none of those fit the bill, you can turn to
classic silver home furnishings, which are always clever and in style.

LAVAZZA BLUE HOT
BEVERAGE SYSTEM

Professional Fabric
Steamer & Bonus

EMPRESSA 34" X 11" The Taste of Wine:
DIGITAL STEAM
The Art & Science of

$486.98

Hand Held Steamer
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More ideas for the perfect wedding gift
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